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Name of meeting PLANNING COMMITTEE 

Date and Time TUESDAY 26 APRIL 2022 COMMENCING AT 4.00 PM 

Venue COUNCIL CHAMBER, COUNTY HALL, NEWPORT, ISLE 
OF WIGHT 

Present Cllrs M Lilley (Chairman), D Adams, V Churchman, 
C Critchison, W Drew, C Jarman, K Lucioni, M Oliver, 
M Price, C Quirk and P Spink 

Officers Present Oliver Boulter, Ben Gard, Jodie Gibson, Alan Ransom (on 
behalf of Island Roads), Neil Troughton (on behalf of Island 
Roads), Sarah Wilkinson 

Apologies Cllrs G Brodie 

 
63. Minutes  

 
RESOLVED: 
 
THAT the minutes of the meeting held on 29 March 2022 be approved. 
 

64. Declarations of Interest  
 
Councillors Matthew Price and Martin Oliver declared an interest in minute number 
66 (Former Somerton Reservoir off, Newport Road, Cowes) as they knew the 
applicant. 
 

65. Public Question Time - 15 Minutes Maximum  
 
There were no public questions submitted. 
 

66. Report of the Strategic Manager for Planning and Infrastructure Delivery  
 
Consideration was given to item 1 of the report of the Strategic Manager for 
Planning and Infrastructure Delivery. 
 
A schedule of additional representations received after the printing of the report 
were submitted at the beginning of the meeting and were drawn to the attention of 
the Councillors when considering the application. A note is made to that effect in the 
minutes. 
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Application: 
P/00356/18 
 
Details: 
Demolition of bungalow; proposed residential development comprising 28 dwellings, 

3 blocks of flats comprising of 72 units, 1 block of assisted living accommodation 

comprising of 44 units, 1 staff unit and 1 guest unit (total of 146 units); associated 

parking; new vehicular access and landscaping 

 
Former Somerton Reservoir off, Newport Road, Cowes 
 
Site Visits: 
The site visit was carried out on Friday, 22 April 2022. 
 
Public Participation: 
Mr David Long (Agent) 
 
Additional Representations: 
Five additional letters of objection had been received, the content was summarised, 
the planning agent for the application had commented on the report. 
 
Comment: 
Cllr John Nicholson spoke as Local Councillor and Cllr Lora Peacey-Wilcox spoke 
as adjoining Local Councillor on this item. 
 
Questions were raised regarding a right hand turn only out of the site, highway 
representatives advised that the transport assessment had been considered with a 
50/50 split to traffic turning either way, it was believed there would be an increase in 
traffic on the Somerton roundabout, however  planning officers advised that should 
councillors wish to add a requirement for a right turn only they would have to bear in 
mind that it would be doubling the identified traffic generation onto Somerton 
roundabout and therefore the impact would also be doubled. 
 
The Committee asked if conditions could be added to include the maximum amount 
of roof space used for solar harvesting and the incorporation of electrical charging 
points for both cars and bikes given the council’s carbon policy, officers advised that 
there were concerns regarding a condition relating to the solar harvesting due to the 
potential wording not complying with the tests as it would not be specific, although a 
condition relating to electrical charging points could be added. 
 
Concern was raised regarding drainage and the committee asked if condition 22 
could be amended to be more robust regarding this issue, officers advised that there 
had been an error on the condition which should read commencement and not 
occupation. Officers also advised that Southern Water had been consulted on the 
application and the Local Planning Authority were unable to stipulate where/how the 
connection to the drains was managed. 
 
Questions were asked regarding the Special Protected Area (SPA) and the 
ecologists’ comments as consultee for the application, Planning officers advised that 
a balance had been made between the impact on the SPA and the proposed 
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development. It was noted that the reservoir had been emptied of both fish and 
water, but it now contained water again, mainly due to it still connecting to highway 
drainage. 
 
The Committee asked for clarification of the local connection scheme for housing 
and how this would read within the legal agreement attached to the application, a 
short adjournment was taken for officers to find the wording for this and provide to 
the Committee. Following the adjournment Legal services read out possible wording 
of the agreement. It was then asked if a survey could be requested to ensure the 
condition was complied with. 
 
Safe cycle routes were questioned, and officers advised that they could not confirm 
if the road was wide enough to accommodate an additional cycle lane onto Newport 
Road, where the cycle lane would go to and from and whether this would be 
reasonable in respect of the scale of the proposed development. Viability of the 
development was also considered as a cycle lane could increase costs to the 
developer. 
 
Decision: 
The Committee had taken into consideration and agreed with the reasons for the 
recommendation as set out under the paragraph entitled Justification for 
Recommendation of the report and: 
 
RESOLVED: 
 
THAT the application be approved subject to additional and amended conditions 
listed below: 
 
Additional Conditions: 

 No right hand turn out of the site 

 The maximum possible roof space solar harvesting to be provided 

 25% of car parking spaces and all cycle space to provide electrical charging 
points 

 Memorial signage for TollGate Cottage (on which the Parish Council will be 
consulted)  

 Ecological management strategy to be in place to deal with wildlife on/in the 
water prior to the drainage of the reservoir 

 
Additional requirements in the Section 106 agreement: 

 Local connect to be included similar to that as read out by legal 

 Survey of where new owners had moved from to demonstrate above 
requirement had been complied with 

 Affordable housing to be provided equally between unit types/sizes on site (5 
houses, 5 assisted units and 5 flats) 

 
Amended Condition 22 
 
The development hereby permitted shall not be commenced until a scheme for the 
drainage and disposal of surface and foul water from the development hereby 
permitted and the existing highway surface water drainage, which is currently 
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accommodated on site, has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local 
planning authority. The details shall confirm the Wastewater Treatment Works 
(WWTW) that will treat drainage from the development hereby permitted and where 
on-site petrol interceptors will be installed.  [Southern Water will be consulted on this 
condition prior to discharge]  
 

67. 2021-22 Appeals Performance Report  
 
The Strategic Manager for Planning and Infrastructure Delivery advised that the 
performance on planning appeals indicated the quality of decisions made, he 
highlighted that the statistics showed the Local Planning Authority performed well at 
appeal with better or the same as national averages. 
 
RESOLVED: 
 
THAT the report was noted. 
 

68. Cross Party Working Group  
 
The Cabinet Member advised that there was a lot of work being undertaken with the 
aid of officers, the Terms of Reference had been reviewed and the final draft would 
be circulated soon. The group had met and requested information from relevant 
officers which had been supplied and circulated to the working group.  
 
RESOLVED: 
 
THAT the update be noted. 
 

69. Members' Question Time  
 
There were no questions submitted. 
 

 
CHAIRMAN 

 
 


